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Singer shoots for horizon
 
Nancy Tousley
Calgary Herald

Sunday, October 15, 2006

Central Standard Time: Danny Singer, panoramic photographs and a video, on
view at TrepanierBaer, through Oct. 21.

Walking down the main street of a tiny prairie town via one of Danny Singer's
panoramic photographs is an experience that can't be duplicated.

Not even if you happened to find yourself in Hubbard or Hudson or Alsask or any
of the other western Canadian hamlets whose portraits he has photographed.

Our eyes could never take in what Singer shows us in these serenely beautiful,
exquisitely detailed, colour ink-jet prints. Indeed, the Vancouver photographer
doesn't see it himself. Not, that is, until he has electronically stitched together the
80 or 90 individual digital images that make up one of his long, long pictures.

In these seamless images, we face every store, house and electrical pole
absolutely head on.

Singer takes a shot in which every vertical object or edge is at 90 degrees to an
invisible horizon line, moves the camera a few steps to the side, takes another
shot, and so proceeds down the street.

We can peer down the intersections to see a house or two and some trees
before the streets dwindle off into the distance.

At either end of the three or so blocks that typically comprise a main street, a
road flows off out of town, into the seemingly vacant big-sky distance. Here and
there, townfolk go about their business.

Because his shooting process takes a while the people at the far reach of the
street in a photograph were not yet there when he began at the other end.

Time seems to stand still even when the photographs are populated by people
who are walking somewhere. How we wonder could anyone live in a such a
place? Yet Singer avoids "vanishing place" romanticism and gives us instead a



sense of place that is vulnerable and tenacious, marked by ingenuity and
survival, a social landscape.

The panoramas, and a series of square photographs of that prairie icon, the
electrical pole, can be poured over for a long time.

But the scene stealer in this highly enjoyable show is a 27 minute video, Wiseton,
that bears watching all the way through.

With a camera aimed squarely on the little white post office, it records people
picking up their morning mail and heading across the street when the cafe opens
for a coffee and a visit: the morning ritual of a small town.
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